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1 Variations concertantes Op.17 8’38

 i Theme (Andante con moto)

 ii Variation I

 iii Variation II

 iv Variation III (Più vivace)

 v Variation IV (Allegro con fuoco)

 vi Variation V (L’istesso tempo)

 vii Variation VI (L’istesso tempo)

 viii Variation VII (Presto ed agitato)

 ix Variation VIII (Tempo I) - Coda

 Sonata no.1 in B í Op.45

2 i Allegro vivace 11’41

3 ii Andante 5’01

4 iii Allegro assai 6’20
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5 Lied ohne Worte Op.109 4’26

6 Assai tranquillo 2’14

 Sonata no.2 in D Op.58

7 i Allegro assai vivace 7’50

8 ii Allegretto scherzando 4’45

9 iii Adagio 4’52

10 iv Molto allegro e vivace 7’09

   62’58



Born in Hamburg in 1809, Felix Mendelssohn began composing at age ten and went 
on to produce a body of work at once elegant, mercurial and of remarkable technical 
mastery. Supported by an affluent family of notable intellectual lineage (Mendelssohn’s 
grandfather was the eminent Jewish philosopher Moses Mendelssohn), Mendelssohn 
and his siblings were schooled with a rare intensity. Indeed, both sister Fanny and 
brother Paul were musicians of distinction, and Fanny was said to have shown equal 
if not superior talent to Felix as both performer and composer, but saw much of her 
own musical ambition curbed as unbefitting a woman of standing.

Following the family’s move to Berlin, Mendelssohn began studies in composition and 
counterpoint with renowned tutor Carl Friedrich Zelter in 1819. Under Zelter’s 
guidance Mendelssohn developed his own largely conservative musical tastes, later 
founding the famously anti-radical Leipzig Conservatory in 1843. Yet despite the 
composer forging a new nineteenth-century fashion for Bach, reviving interest in his 
choral works across Germany, Mendessohn’s own music was to roll in and out of 
vogue. As an emerging composer Mendelssohn was met with intense acclaim: on 
meeting Goethe in 1821, the poet wrote that Mendelssohn bore ‘the same relation to 
the little Mozart that the perfect speech of a grown man does to the prattle of a 
child.’ Yet by the close of the nineteenth century, his oeuvre was frequently deemed 
outmoded, with George Bernard Shaw pillorying the composer for his ‘kid-glove 
gentility, his conventional sentimentality, and his despicable oratorio mongering.’ This 
popular critique sadly bled into the anti-semitic condemnation of Mendelssohn’s 
work, culminating in the suppression of his music under the Third Reich as a Jewish 
emblem (notwithstanding Mendelssohn’s father having baptised the family as 
Lutheran in 1816). However, Mendelssohn’s appeal has nonetheless endured and  
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the clarity, sensibility and creative twinkle of his musical imagination continues to 
delight.

The Variations concertantes were composed in 1827 for Mendelssohn’s then 
fourteen-year-old cellist brother, Paul. The andante con moto theme passes evenly 
between piano and cello and shows a studious, hymn-like restraint. The ensuing 
variations flick between playful virtuosity and gentle lyricism, the first variation 
releasing the piano to circle the cello melody in a nimble run of counterpoint. Variation 
two features playful, lilting triplets in the piano before the cello takes a capricious turn 
in variation three, darting between racing demisemiquavers and puckish runs of trills. 
There follows a punchy allegro con fuoco in the fourth variation with plucked and 
bowed cello asides underpinned by a hurtling chromatic ascent in the piano left hand. 
This spirited mood continues in a dance-like variation five, where pizzicato cello and 
piano exchange a single boisterous rhythmic refrain before the work glides into the 
stately variation six. Variation seven storms through a minor-mode account of the 
theme, featuring cadenza-like passages for both piano and cello, before bursting into 
the final, extended variation. Here the texture suddenly falls away to leave a dominant 
pedal in the cello amid a soft rendition of the theme in the piano. The tempo quickens 
but the coda only briefly returns to the tumult of the previous variation before the 
texture thins, an exchange of threadlike demisemiquavers between the duo bringing 
the work to a glimmering close.

Also written for Mendelssohn’s brother Paul, the Sonata no.1 was composed almost 
ten years later and completed in 1838. The work was produced during the composer’s 
tenure in Leipzig and amid a period of intense activity in which Mendelssohn was 
conductor of the Leipzig Gewandhaus orchestra, appearing regularly as soloist, and 
newly married. Opening with a tense, snaking unison entry, the first movement 
blossoms into a warm B í-major theme, matched by a more turbulent and almost 



operatic second subject. The G-minor andante employs an enigmatic, dotted melody 
scored first for piano then echoed by cello. A contented cantabile passage follows, 
interrupted by a variation-like treatment of the first scherzando theme, the sparse 
texture of the opening material growing thicker and more complex as the movement 
progresses. The closing allegro assai returns to the confident lyricism of the first 
movement, here in rondo form. Indeed, the finale’s principal subject shares much with 
sonata’s opening, lending the work a near cyclical form. Snatches of argumentative 
minor-key passagework burst through the otherwise good cheer of the movement, 
before a final series of harp-like arpeggios flutter through the piano.
 
In addition to Mendelssohn’s numerous Songs without words for solo piano, the composer 
also produced a work for cello and piano in 1843 using the same title – Lied ohne Worte 
– and dedicated to Lisa Cristiani, one of the few performing women cellists of the era. 
Similar to his collections of piano works, the piece stands as a miniature driven by a 
flowing melodic line, only here the theme is given solely to the cello while the piano 
assumes a purely accompanying role. Following a loose ternary form, the sweetly arching 
melody of the opening passage is countered by a more tempestuous, agitato central 
section. This leads to a compressed restatement of the piece’s opening material, bridged 
by a suspended high A in the cello around which the piano winds steadily from D minor 
to D major. There follows a brief coda which initially recalls the bluster of the central 
section before settling to a serene D-major close.

The Assai tranquillo (Albumblatt) was composed in the summer of 1835 as a gift for 
Mendelssohn’s Düsseldorf colleague, Julius Rietz. More a musical fragment, the 
yearning B-minor theme passes between cello and piano, balanced by a measured, 
undulating accompaniment which is similarly shared between voices. The piece closes 
with an unusual imperfect cadence, tilting mysteriously onto an F-sharp-major chord 
to conclude the work with an unanswered question.



The Sonata no.2 of 1843, perhaps Mendelssohn’s most substantial and popular work 
for cello, was again written for the composer’s brother but also given a celebrated 
performance in London two years later by cellist Alfredo Piatti. The allegro assai vivace 
opens with heroic vigour, bursting into play as though already mid-performance with a 
surging cello theme around which the piano’s repeated chords gallop. The lyrical second 
subject provides a gentle contrast, led first by the piano then echoed by the cello. The 
cello’s extended rendition of this theme begins to suggest the presence of a third 
subject, but is in fact only the second subject in neat disguise, the passage cleanly 
following the contours of the original theme to offer a continuation rather than 
departure. There follows a quick-witted allegretto scherzando in B-minor sprung with 
an extended pizzicato passage for cello, balanced by a flowing second melody again led 
by the cello, the movement closing with scattered fragments of both themes. 

The subsequent adagio owes much to Mendelssohn’s veneration of Bach. The 
movement recalls both a chorale and a passage of cantata recitative in the piano’s 
smoothly complex harmony and the free and persuasive melodic motion of the cello. 
Indeed, the movement draws directly on a harmonic sequence from ‘Es ist vollbracht’ 
of the St John Passion. Some scholarly accounts of the sonata have gone so far to 
suggest the movement expresses the two religious convictions of Mendelssohn’s life: 
the ‘Lutheran’ piano part gradually growing to support the ‘cantorial chant’ of the 
cello line. The final movement opens with a feeling of impish catastrophe, going on 
to dart in character between mischief and repose with occasional reprisals of the 
diminished harmony of the finale’s opening statement. The movement momentarily 
draws breath with a brief passage of melodic augmentation, a two-note snippet of 
melody expanded to recall the chorale-like motion of the previous adagio, before the 
duo’s wicked pace resumes in a final dash to the finish.
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